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motu cognizance on a news item

Patrika by reporter, Nilotpal Biswas

Reports have since been received from Joint Commissioner of

Police, Traffic, Kolkata duly enquired rnto by ACP (Trafffic), Kolkata

and from Municipal Commissioner, Kolkata Municipal Corporation.

According to the report of ACP (Traffic) no specific

complaints were received regarding overcharging of parking fees

by the police authorities. However, they have taken cautionary

actions by calling the parking agencies of K.M.C. entrusted with

collecting parking fees from C^ ft^, Street and Middleton Street

area. Details are mentioned in the report. Similarly, the Municipal

Commissioner has conducted an inspection and found that the

agencies are using hand held machines for charging parking fees'

During inspection the K.M.C. authorities did not find any case of

extortion of car parking fees by the corltractors'

ln this connection I perused the report of the journalist which

lfind is extremely vague as it has not mentioned the name and

address of the perso 
^ 

*3 had been subject to such alleged
e*

extortion in Camfac Street, on the contrary, he mentions "€T

1td". Similarly, instead of mentioning specific name of the alleged

perpetrator he states that one person wearing blue shirt and

trouser allegedly overcharged. such vague report takesus nowhere

unless this reporter givej his statement to the Human Rights
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Commission mentioning specific details like name and address of

victim, registration number of his car for which he was

overcharged, name of the alleged t)erpetrator and the agency for

which he is working, time and date of occurrence etc.

ln view of reasons stated above, I am of the opinion that the
l

matter be filed.
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